UCPath Progress

The Week in Review

Project Planning & Monitoring
- All project work streams continued to evaluate the impact of a schedule change on project activities. A work session will be held with Wave 1 locations on January 23 to initiate a joint assessment of the Wave 1 timeline.
- A Management Workgroup call was held on January 16 to review the timeline assessment decision and activity.

Communication/Change Mgt
- FAQs for key stakeholder discussions regarding the UCPath timeline evaluation were distributed on January 18 to location PMs and communication leads. Further information will be provided when new milestones are approved.
- A project overview was presented to the UC Ombuds on January 18, and an updated UCPath overview is available on SharePoint.

UCPath Center
- Over 4300 applications have been received to date for 44 UCPath Center positions, of which nearly 1000 are from internal UC employees. Two of 20 critical positions and nine general hire positions remain open. All other general hire positions closed on January 18. An adjusted hiring timeline is being developed due to the overall project timeline assessment.

Business Process Design & Standardization
- The team is conducting internal reviews of all BPM I and II maps, and changes will be communicated to locations in the next two weeks.

Technical Developments
- 68 of 104 Tier I interfaces are in design and development, and unit testing is complete for 22.
- 58 of 80 extensions are in design and development, and unit testing is complete for 9.
- Wave 1 campuses participated in an advanced affiliation rules design session.
- The JPM DDL was distributed to all locations. JPM data was sent to Wave 1 locations.
- Implementation was completed for pay cycle conversion and two TCS programs for all remaining campuses that convert in February.

Data Conversion
- The next Wave 1 data conversion will consist of two concurrent conversions, beginning January 28. A rapid conversion will populate ODS with live data, and a stepped conversion will be run in which data is validated by SMEs.

Testing
- The team continued focus on developing test scenarios, conditions and cases for HR, Benefits, AMS and Payroll.

Training
- The Spanish narration of the biweekly pay tutorial is complete and available for download on the UCPath website and SharePoint.
- A kickoff was held for the UPK design team on January 16.

Next Week

Project Planning & Monitoring
- Conduct Wave 1 timeline assessment work session in Oakland.

Communication/Change Mgt
- Conduct process analysis work session with UCOP on January 24.
- Distribute UCOP ITS newsletter.

UCPath Center
- Continue hiring plan review.
- Finalize outstanding design issues.

Technical Development
- Reevaluate technical development milestones.

Testing
- Draft additional HR, Benefits, AMS, Payroll and interface test conditions.

Training
- Begin UPK library set-up.

Upcoming Meetings/Milestones

UCPath Center interviews for internal critical hires complete 1/22
UCPath timeline assessment work session with Wave 1 1/23
UCPath Communication and Change Management Lead conference call (all Waves) 1/24
UCPath Practices Board bi-weekly call 1/24
UCPath Management Workgroup meeting 1/29
UCLA site visit with Communications/Change team 1/31